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Abstract
Masking occurs when one condition prevents another condition from influencing the
output of a Boolean expression. Logic-based adequacy criteria such as Multiple Con-
dition Coverage (MCC) are designed to overcome masking at the within-expression
level, but can offer no guarantees about masking in subsequent expressions. As a re-
sult, a Boolean expression written as a single complex statement will yield test cases
that are more likely to overcome masking than when the expression is written as series
of simple statements. Many approaches to automated analysis and test case genera-
tion for Java systems operate not on the source code representation of code, but on
the bytecode. The transformation from source code to bytecode requires simplifying
code elements, introducing the risk of masking.
We propose Bytecode-MCC, designed to group related Boolean expressions from
the bytecode, reformulate the expressions into a single complex expression, and pro-
duce test cases satisfying each combination of conditions in the constructed expres-
sion. Bytecode-MCC should produce test obligations that—when satisfied—are more
likely to reveal faults in the program logic than tests providing coverage of existing
criteria over the simplified bytecode.
A preliminary study has hinted at the potential of this approach. However,
Bytecode-MCC is more difficult to achieve than Branch Coverage, and means of
increasing coverage are needed to truly test the fault-detection potential of this tech-
nique. We propose methods of improving Bytecode-MCC coverage through auto-
mated generation that we will explore in future work.
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"No product of human intellect comes out right the first time. We rewrite sentences,
rip out knitting stitches, replant gardens, remodel houses, and repair bridges. Why
should software be any different?" [79]
Proper verification practices are needed to ensure that developers deliver reli-
able software. Testing is an invaluable, widespread verification technique. Yet, for
any reasonably complex software project, testing alone cannot prove the absence of
faults. Therefore, developers seek advice on the factors likely to increase the prob-
ability of fault detection. As we cannot know what faults exist a priori, dozens of
adequacy criteria—ranging from the measurement of structural coverage to the de-
tection of synthetic faults [64, 66]—have been proposed to judge testing adequacy.
In theory, if the goals set forth by such criteria are fulfilled, tests should be adequate
at detecting faults related to the focus of that criterion. Adequacy criteria such as
Statement or Branch Coverage have proven popular in both research and practice, as
they are easy to measure, offer clear guidance to developers, and present an indicator
of progress [34]. Adequacy criteria also play an important role in search-based test
input generation, as they offer optimization targets and serve as strategies that shape
the resulting test suite [2].
Masking occurs when one condition—an atomic Boolean variable or subexpression
–prevents another condition from influencing the output of the expression. Even if a
fault in a Boolean expression is triggered, other parts of that expression—or future
expressions encountered along the path of execution—can prevent that fault from
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being observed during test case execution.
Sophisticated logic-based adequacy criteria such as Multiple Condition Coverage
(MCC) or Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) are designed to overcome
masking at the within-expression level. However, as such criteria prescribe testing
goals at the individual-expression level, they can offer no guarantees about masking
in subsequent expressions. As a result, such criteria are sensitive to how programs
are written [29]. A Boolean expression written as a single complex statement will
yield robust test cases that are more likely to overcome masking and reveal faults
than when the expression is written as series of simple statements.
Many approaches to automated analysis and test case generation for Java systems
operate not on the source code representation of code, but on the bytecode [23,
77]. The transformation from source code to bytecode requires a transformation of
code elements into a series of simple expressions. As we are always working with
a simplified representation of the code, the risk of masking is introduced between
expressions. This could limit the theoretical fault-finding potential of bytecode-based
coverage criteria.
To overcome this limitation, we propose a new variant of Multiple Condition
Coverage. Our approach, Bytecode-Based Multiple Condition Coverage (Bytecode-
MCC), is designed to group related Boolean expressions from the bytecode, reformu-
late the expressions into a single complex expression, calculate all possible combina-
tions of conditions within the constructed expression, and produce test cases satis-
fying each combination. Bytecode-MCC should produce test obligations that—when
satisfied—are more likely to reveal faults in the program logic than tests providing
simple Branch Coverage over the original simplified bytecode.
Bytecode-MCC can be used to measure the power of existing test suites or as
a target for automated test generation. To examine both scenarios, we have im-
plemented an algorithm to generate Bytecode-MCC test obligations and measure
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coverage in the EvoSuite search-based test generation framework [23]. We have also
implemented a fitness function within EvoSuite intended to enable the automated
creation of Bytecode-MCC-satisfying test suites.
A preliminary study conducted over 109 faults from Defects4J—an extensive
database of real faults extracted from Java projects [Just14:Defects4J]—has re-
vealed the following insights:
• Bytecode-MCC is more difficult to achieve than Branch Coverage, and its fit-
ness function does not offer sufficient feedback to guide test generation. Offering
additional time to the search process does not guarantee higher levels of obli-
gation satisfaction. This suggests that Bytecode-MCC may be best used as a
method of judging test suite quality, rather than as a direct generation target.
• Simultaneously targeting Bytecode-MCC and Branch Coverage improves cov-
erage of Bytecode-MCC and improves the likelihood of fault detection, as the
fitness function for Branch Coverage yields more feedback for the search pro-
cess. It may be possible to identify a set of generation targets that is effective
at attaining Bytecode-MCC, even if Bytecode-MCC is not as useful as a direct
generation target.
• Results attained for complex logical faults from the “Time” system, where
targeting the combination of Bytecode-MCC and Branch Coverage yields an
average of 92% Bytecode-MCC coverage, suggest the potential capabilities of
Bytecode-MCC if we can improve coverage results. For these faults, the test
suites have an average 32.50%-35.00% likelihood of fault detection—well over
the overall average.
Ultimately, even if Bytecode-MCC attainment is theoretically able to overcome
issues with masking, we cannot test its abilities without first finding ways to improve
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coverage. In future work, we will explore various methods of improving Bytecode-
MCC coverage through automated generation.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents back-
ground material on adequacy criteria and search-based test generation. Chapter 3
describes the masking problem and our proposed solution, Bytecode-MCC. Chapter
4 details our preliminary study. In Chapter 5, we present and discuss the results of
the study. Chapter 6 describes threats to validity in our work. Chapter 7 presents
prior work on search-based test generation and the role of coverage in software testing.




In this research, we are interested in test adequacy criteria and how they can be used
as part of automated test data generation.
2.1 Adequacy Criteria
Adequacy criteria are important in providing developers with the guidance they need
to test efficiently. As we do not know what faults exists before testing, we rely on an
approximation of "we found all of the faults". Adequacy criteria are useful for this
purpose, as they identify inadequacies in the test suite. For example, if a given test
does not reach and execute a statement, it is inadequate for finding faults in that
statement.
Each adequacy criterion prescribes a series of test obligations—goals that must be
met for testing to be considered “adequate” with respect to that criterion. Often, such
criteria are structured around particular program elements and faults associated with
those elements, such as statements, branches of control flow, or boolean conditions
[51, 63, 81]. When a coverage criterion has been satisfied, the system is considered
to be adequately tested with respect to that element. These adequacy criteria have
seen widespread use, as they offer objective, measurable checklists [35] and are used
as an exit criteria in testing critical applications.
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2.2 Structural Coverage Criteria
Testing activities are often divided into functional—based on the requirements—and
structural—based on the source code—activities. Adequacy criteria have been pro-
posed for both forms of testing [14]. Requirements-based criteria determine how well
tests verify the implementation of the software requirements and establish traceabil-
ity between software requirements and test cases. Structure-based criteria determine
how thoroughly the code structure was executed by tests and establish traceability
between the code structure and test cases [79].
Requirements coverage alone cannot be considered as a through test of software
[49], as:
• The software requirements and design description may not provide a complete
and accurate specification of all the behavior represented in the implemented
code.
• The requirements of the software may not be written with sufficient coarseness
to ensure that all the functionality implemented in the code is tested.
• Moreover, requirements-based testing cannot assure that the executable code
contains no unintended functionality.
Therefore, structural coverage analysis is required to ensure the implemented code
has been throughly tested[49].
The hypothesis of structural coverage analysis is that it provides a means to
determine that the test cases exercise code structure in a manner more likely to
expose faults associated with the chosen adequacy criterion. The main purposes of
structural coverage analysis are as follows:
• Offers proof that the code structure was exercised to the degree required for
applicable software level.
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• Provides an assurance that the code structure is free from unintended functions.
• Uncovers the code structure that was not exercised during prior testing.
Numerous structural coverage criteria have been defined with respect to specific
syntactic elements of the program [26, 30]. These have been utilized to measure suite
adequacy—as an way to asses the quality of existing test suites and whether engineers
can stop including new tests. They are, moreover, utilized as a target for automated
test generations.
In this study, we are concerned with adequacy criteria defined over boolean
conditions. A decision is any complex Boolean expression in a program. Deci-
sions can be broken into a series of simple conditions—atomic Boolean variables
or subexpressions—connected with operators such as and, or, xor, and not. In
particular, we are focused on Decision Coverage, Branch Coverage, Basic Condition
Coverage, and Multiple Conditional Coverage (MCC).
Decision Coverage: This simple criterion requires that all decision statements eval-
uate to both possible outcomes—true and false. For example, given the expression
(A or B), the test suite (TT), (FF) attains decision coverage over that expression.
Branch Coverage: The source code of a program can be broken into basic blocks—
sets of statements executed sequentially. Branches are decision statements that can
decide which basic blocks are executed, such as if, loop, and switch statements.
Branch coverage requires that the test suite cover each outcome of all branches.
Branch coverage is the most common coverage criterion, with ample tool support and
industrial adoption. Improving branch coverage is a common objective in automated
test generation [57, 22].
Basic Condition Coverage: Basic condition coverage requires that each condition
in each decision take on both outcomes—true and false—at least once. This allows
decision statements to be more thoroughly exercised than through the use of decision
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coverage alone. However, this criterion does not require the decision to take on
outcomes. For example, for the decision (A or B), test suite (TF),(FT) satisfies
basic condition coverage, but not decision coverage.
Multiple Condition Coverage: Multiple condition coverage (MCC) requires test
cases that guarantee all possible combination of condition outcomes within the deci-
sion be executed at least once. Given expression (A or B), MCC coverage requires
test suite (TF),(TT),(FF),(FT). MCC is more expensive to attain than basic con-
dition or decision coverage, but offers more potential fault-detection capability. Note
that, in the presence of short-circuit evaluation, infeasible outcomes are not required.
In the previous example, short-circuit evaluation would reduce the required test suite
to (FF),(FT),(T-).
2.3 Search-Based Software Test Generation
Selection of test input is generally an extremely costly and laborious manual task.
However, given a measurable testing goal, input selection can be framed as a search
for the input that achieves that goal. Automation of input selection can potentially
reduce human effort and the time required for testing [7, 39].
Discover of the desired input by exhaustive search is infeasible even for a rea-
sonable sized program, given the near-infinite space of potential options. Given that
space, purely random methods are unlikely to discover the exact input needed either
[39, 38].
Meta-heuristic search [1, 60] provides a possible solution for test data generation.
Given scoring functions denoting closeness to the attainment of those goals—called
fitness functions—optimization algorithms can sample from a large and complex set of
options as guided by a chosen strategy (the metaheuristic). Metaheuristics are often
inspired by natural phenomena. For example, genetic algorithms evolve a group of
candidate solutions by filtering out bad “genes” and promoting fit solutions [23].
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Due to the non-linear nature of software, resulting from branching control struc-
tures, the search space of a real-world program is large and complex. Metaheuristic
search—by strategically sampling from that space—can scale effectively to large prob-
lems. Such approaches have been applied to a wide variety of testing scenarios [2].
Adequacy criteria are ideal as test generation targets, as such criteria can be
straightforwardly translated into the fitness functions used to guide the search [41,
57, 65, 3]. In order to use an optimization algorithm for automation of test input
generations, a criterion must be translated into a fitness function that guides the
search. For example, if our goal is to execute all branches with in a program, then
our fitness function calculation can be formed by picking branches and calculating
a test score based on how close a test or sets of tests was to executing the targeted
branches. Multiple fitness function formulations exists for branch coverage, but each
was designed to give feedback to help the search converge rapidly on a solution.
Identifying suitable fitness function representations of adequacy criteria is critical to
the success of the search.
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Chapter 3
Bytecode-Based Multiple Condition Coverage
In this chapter, we will discuss the central problem motivating this research—masking
and how it is exacerbated by the translation from source code to bytecode—and for-
mally define our solution, Bytecode-based Multiple Condition Coverage (Bytecode-
MCC). Finally, we will describe how we extended the EvoSuite test generation frame-
work to generate test cases satisfying Bytecode-MCC.
3.1 Motivation: Masking and Bytecode
Masking occurs when a condition, within a decision statement, has no effect on the
value of the decision as a whole. As an example, consider the trivial program frag-
ments in Figure 3.1. The program fragments have different structures, but are func-
tionally equivalent. Version 1 is defined using intermediate variable expr_1, and
Version 2 is inlined with no intermediate variables. Given a decision of the form
in_1 or in_2, the truth value of in_1 is irrelevant if in_2 is true, so we state that
in_1 is masked out. A condition that is not masked out has independent effect for
the decision—able to decide the value of the decision as a whole. Masking can have
negative consequences on the testing process by preventing the effect of a fault from
propagating to a visible failure in the attempted test cases.
Certain coverage criteria are more susceptible to masking than others. Branch
and Decision Coverage simply require that the entire expression evaluate to particular
outcomes. A fault in the definition of a single condition can be masked, preventing
that fault from affecting the result of the entire expression. Similarly, Basic Condition
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Version 1: Non-inlined Implementation
expr_1 = in_1 or in_2; //stmt1
out_1 = expr_1 and in_3; //stmt2
Version 2: Inlined Implementation
out_1 = (in_1 or in_2) and in_3;
Sample Test Sets for (in_1, in_2, in_3):
TestSet1 = {(TFF),(FTF),(FFT),(TTT)}
TestSet2 = {(TFT),(FTT),(FFT),(TFF)}
Figure 3.1: Behaviorally equivalent implementations with different structures.
Coverage mandates that each condition be varied, but places no constraints on the
values of the other conditions. Even if the faulty condition is varied, masking may
prevent that condition from affecting the output for that particular test case.
Advanced condition coverage criteria, such as MC/DC and MCC, are able to
overcome masking within a single expression. MCC requires that all possible com-
binations of condition values be attempted, meaning that non-masking test cases
must exist—if possible. In practice, MCC is often infeasible for manual test case
creation, as a much larger number of tests will be required for satisfaction. However,
automation may make it feasible to achieve coverage. MC/DC is an attempt to form
a reasonable subset of MCC with similar fault-detection capability. It does so by only
requiring that independent impact of each atomic condition be shown on the decision
as a whole.
This means that such criteria are sensitive to the structure of the code. Based
on the definition of MC/DC, TestSet1 in Figure 3.1 provides MC/DC over Version
1, but not over Version 2. The test cases with in_3 = false contribute towards
coverage of the expression in_1 or in_2 in Version 1 but not over Version 2 since
the masking effect of in_3 = false is revealed in Version 2.
In contrast, MC/DC over the inlined version requires a test suite to take the
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masking effect of in_3 into consideration as seen in TestSet2. This disparity in
the MC/DC obligations over the two versions can have significant ramifications with
respect to fault finding of test suites. Suppose the code fragment in Figure 3.1 is faulty
and the correct expression should have been in_1 and in_2 (which was erroneously
coded as in_1 or in_2). TestSet1 would be incapable of revealing this fault since
there would be no change in the observable output, out_1. On the other hand, any
test set providing coverage of the inlined implementation would be able to reveal this
fault.
Previous research has shown that the efficacy of test suite satisfying structural
coverage criteria defined over specific program elements such as control-flow branches,
conditions or decisions can be highly sensitive to how expressions are written [29, 30,
72, 71]. The non-inlined version has simpler expressions. This means that coverage
criteria like MC/DC can be more trivially satisfied, with fewer test cases, than cases
where the code is structured into fewer, more complex expressions. The inlined
version will have more complex test obligations and will generally require more test
cases, but those test cases will generally have more fault revealing power.
Many approaches to automated analysis and test case generation for Java systems
operate not on the source code representation of code, but on the bytecode [23, 77].
The bytecode representation of a program is often easier to instrument than the source
code—for instance, it can be obtained without the source code being present—and
bytecode-based techniques are often more efficient and scalable than source code-
based techniques [77]. Existing state-of-the-art techniques compute code coverage
and generate test cases by monitoring the execution of the instrumented bytecode to
determine which coverage obligations are satisfied [23].
However, the transformation from source code to bytecode requires a simplification
of code elements into a non-inlined form similar to that shown in Figure 3.1. Consider
the class depicted in Figure 3.2. In this example, the source code is shown on the left
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Figure 3.2: A simple Java class containing a complex Boolean expression. Source
code is shown on the left, and its equivalent bytecode is shown on the right.
and the bytecode transformation is shown on the right. The complex if-statement on
the left is translated into a series of simple non-inlined expressions in the bytecode.
This translation is required, given how statements are defined at the bytecode level.
However, as we are always working with a non-inlined representation of the code, the
risk of masking is introduced between expressions. As all expressions are maximally
simplified, a straight-forward implementation of MCC or MC/DC would not be of
benefit—they would be equivalent to Branch Coverage over each individual statement.
In the past, researchers have expressed concern over whether code coverage at-
tained over bytecode accurately predicts coverage over the source code [54]. Our
own past research indicates that tests that attain MC/DC coverage over a simple,
non-inlined version of the code may not cover the complex inlined version [29]. This
indicates that existing approaches to bytecode-based test generation may produce
tests that do not actually cover the source code, and that are limited with respect to
their fault-detection capabilities.
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3.2 Bytecode-Based Multiple Condition Coverage
To overcome the limitations imposed by the translation to a simple, non-inlined
program structure and to overcome the risk of masking, we propose a new variant
of Multiple Condition Coverage. Our approach, Bytecode-Based Multiple Condition
Coverage (Bytecode-MCC), is designed to group related Boolean expressions from the
bytecode, reformulate the expressions into a single complex expression, calculate all
possible combinations of conditions within the constructed expression, and produce
test cases satisfying each combination.
In cases where complex inlined source code is translated into simple, non-inlined
bytecode, Bytecode-MCC should produce test obligations that—when satisfied—are
more likely to reveal faults in the program logic than tests providing simple Branch
Coverage over the non-inlined bytecode. Even if the original code was also written in
a non-inlined style, this approach can automatically produce a more complex inlined
representation that can form the basis of a robust test suite.
Bytecode-MCC can be used to measure the power of existing test suites. A
suite that provides high coverage of Bytecode-MCC should have high fault-revealing
potential for faults associated with Boolean expressions. Bytecode-MCC can also
be used as a target for automated test generation. To examine both scenarios, we
have implemented an algorithm to generate test obligations and measure coverage
in the EvoSuite test generation framework [23]. We have also implemented a fitness
function within EvoSuite intended to enable the automated creation of Bytecode-
MCC-satisfying test suites.
The following subsections describe the EvoSuite framework, the test obligation
generation algorithm, and the fitness function used for test creation.
14
Figure 3.3: EvoSuite producing coverage test suites for Java classes.
3.2.1 The EvoSuite Test Generation Framework
Unit testing is required for object-oriented programs to identify faults and to capture
and understand program behavior. EvoSuite is a framework that automatically pro-
duces test suites, using search-based test generation [21]. Figure 3.3 depicts a simple
Java class and the test suites produced by EvoSuite.
The EvoSuite framework uses a genetic algorithm to evolve test suites over a series
of generations, forming a new population by retaining, mutating, and combining
the strongest solutions. Genetic algorithms are motivated from the natural process
of evolution. An initial population is randomly generated of candidate solutions.
Based on their fitness values, parents are selected to create new population members
through the crossover and mutation operators. Mutation consists of adding new
(random) test cases to a test suite, and modifying existing tests (e.g., by adding,
removing, or changing some of the statements). The crossover operator creates new
test suites by combining features of parent suites. These operators are applied until
a new generation of individuals has been produced, and this then becomes the next
generation.
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In EvoSuite, each solution is a test suite. The chromosomes of this solution are
test cases, made up of one or more method calls to the class-under-test. The fitness
function estimates how close a candidate solution is to satisfying a coverage goal. The
initial population is generated randomly with fixed number of input values. Chosen
representation determines which operators need to be used in the evolution process.
Fitness values of the population are improved until either an optimal solution has
been found, or some other stopping condition has been met. For example, a maximum
time limit or a certain number of fitness evaluations. At the end of the search, the
resulting test suite goes through several post processing steps such as minimization
which is removal of redundant statements or assertion generations which is addition
of JUnit assert statements to check the observed behavior. The search algorithm and
the post-processing steps are both applicable regardless of whether the underlying
Java class under test is Java SE or JEE code.
EvoSuite is actively maintained and has been successfully applied to a variety of
projects [69, 20]. EvoSuite allows users to select one or more fitness functions to
guide test case creation, primarily modeled after structural coverage criteria. It also
can measure coverage of any of its included criteria, even for test suites not generated
originally through EvoSuite.
Traditional approaches to search-based test generation center around coverage of
individual test obligations. An obligation is targeted, solutions—test suites or single
test cases—are generated, and the fitness score denotes distance to coverage of that
particular goal. However, some goals are more difficult to cover than others. Given a
fixed search budget, the success of traditional approaches depend significantly on the
order in which obligations are considered [4]. Sometimes, a test obligation may be
infeasible, i.e., there are no inputs that would cover them. Thus, targeting infeasible
obligations will only lead to wastage of effort and testing budget. Further, this
approach makes it difficult to predict the size of resulting test suite as test cases
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Figure 3.4: A simple Java class. Source code is shown on the left, and its equivalent
bytecode is shown on the right.
generated for one goal may be dependent on other goals.
To overcome problems with traditional techniques, EvoSuite’s fitness functions are
based around the idea of whole test suite generation [22, 4]. In this approach, each
solution generated by the algorithm is a whole test suite, and the generation algorithm
evolves all the test cases in a test suite at same time using feedback from a fitness
function focused on attainment of all testing goals simultaneously instead of satisfying
each obligation individually. Forking EvoSuite version 1.0.5, we have implemented
an algorithm to generate the obligations for Bytecode-MCC and a fitness function
that can be used to measure coverage and guide whole test suite generation.
3.2.2 Test Obligation Generation Algorithm
EvoSuite collects all the necessary information for generating tests at bytecode level
through Java reflection, meaning that Evosuite does not require the source code of
the program. Instrumentation of bytecode is done in Evosuite in order to gather all
required information for calculating fitness values for the chosen fitness function.
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EvoSuite considers each top level class at a time, during test generation. To calcu-
late the obligations for Bytecode-MCC, we need to formulate a list of test obligations
over a series of if operations from bytecode, potentially distributed over a series of
subsequent labels. For example, Figure 3.4 depicts a simple Java class. In this ex-
ample, the source code is shown on the left, and its equivalent bytecode is shown on
the right.
In order to formulate the test obligations for Bytecode-MCC, we must:
1. Monitor the bytecode, searching for Boolean expressions.
2. When an expression is detected, begin building a group of related expressions.
3. Add any subsequent Boolean expressions in the same ByteCode label—a basic
block of sequentially executed expressions—to the grouping.
4. When a new label is reached, add any new Boolean expressions to that grouping.
5. Stop when a label is reached with no Boolean expressions.
6. Formulate a truth table containing all possible evaluations of the gathered ex-
pressions.
7. Translate each row of the truth table into a test obligation.
3.2.3 Monitoring and Grouping of Boolean Expressions
For a given class and method, we inspect the bytecode to gather set of related Boolean
expressions. In the bytecode, expressions are grouped into labels. A label indicates
the start of a series of sequentially-executed expressions, and is a point that another
control-altering expression can jump to.
While monitoring the bytecode, we start a grouping when we detect a Boolean
expression. Each Boolean expression in bytecode is represented using a form of
if-statement where a true outcome causes a jump to another label. We add this
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Figure 3.5: Grouped labels and Boolean expressions for the class depicted in Fig-
ure 3.4.
Table 3.1: Table of Boolean expressions and label information for the grouping iden-
tified in Figure 3.5.
Expression Location True Jump Location False Jump Location
I4 L1899798671 L1871531303 L717117575
I9 L717117575 L1871531303 L1866234461
I14 L1866234461 L1871531303 L2064685037
I19 L2064685037 L1871531303 L1871531303
if-statement to our grouping, noting the label that is jumped to if the statement eval-
uates to true and where we resume execution if the statement evaluates to false.
We then continue to iterate over the code in the current label, if any, adding addi-
tional if-statements to the table. We continue parsing any labels jumped to by
recorded statements for additional if-statements, and subsequent labels. Once we
reach a label without additional if-statements, we stop collecting for that group.
For example, for the sample code in Figure 3.4, we extract the grouping listed in
Figure 3.5. Next, we can connect the grouped statements through the ordering they
are executed in based on their evaluation.
• We record the current label, where the expression resides.
• We record the label that is jumped to if the expression evaluates to true.
• We record where execution resumes if the expression evaluates to false. This
is either a continuation of the current label, or a new label that is reached
immediately after the current expression.
. Table 3.1 lists the extracted information for the statements gathered in Figure 3.5.
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Table 3.2: Generated truth table for the grouping identified in Table 3.1.
I4 I9 I14 I19 Outcome Jump Location
True - - - L2089187484
False True - - L2089187484
False False True - L2089187484
False False False True L2089187484
False False False False L2089187484
3.2.4 Formation of Truth Table and Generating Obligations
The information gathered in the last stage indicates the ordering in which expressions
are evaluated, and the outcome once they are evaluated. Using this information, we
can form a truth table containing all possible paths through the gathered expressions.
Table 3.2 depicts the truth table extracted for the grouping from Table 3.1.
Each row of this truth table corresponds to a concrete test obligation that we
impose for the Bytecode-MCC criterion. In order to achieve Bytecode-MCC, we
need to cover all of the tows of the table. In this case, the test obligations for the
simple class in Figure 3.4 are as follows:
(I4 = True)
(I4 = False ∧ I9 = True)
((I4 = False ∧ I9 = False) ∧ I14 = True)
(((I4 = False ∧ I9 = False) ∧ I14 = False) ∧ I19 = True)
(((I4 = False ∧ I9 = False) ∧ I14 = False) ∧ I19 = False)
3.2.5 Automated Test Generation to Satisfy Bytecode-MCC
A test suite satisfies Branch Coverage, as implemented by the EvoSuite framework,
if the produced test suite contains at least one test whose execution evaluates each
Boolean expressions in the bytecode to true, and at least one whose execution eval-
uates the expression to false.
If measuring coverage, a simple proportion of goals covered to total goals can be
reported. However, effective approaches to search-based generation instead require a
fitness function that reports not just the percentage of goals covered, but how close
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the suite is to covering the remaining goals. This feedback allows the search to more
effectively converge on a solution that achieves maximum coverage of the chosen
criterion.
In the case of Branch Coverage, the fitness function calculates the branch distance
from the point where the execution path diverged from a targeted expression outcome.
If an undesired outcome is reached, the function describes how “close” the targeted
predicate was to the desired outcome. The fitness value of a test suite is measured






Note that v(...) is a normalization of the distance d(b, Suite) between 0-1. The
value of d(b, Suite), then, is calculated as follows:
d(b, Suite) =

0 if the branch is covered,
v(dmin(b, Suite)) if the predicate has been executed at least twice,
1 otherwise.
(3.2)
The cost function used to attain the distance value follows a standard formula-
tion based on the branch predicate [56]. Note that an expression must be executed
at least twice, because EvoSuite must cover the true and false outcomes of each
expression. If the expression is only executed once, the search could jump between
each outcome [66].
The implementation of Bytecode-MCC consists of three main classes:
• MccCoverageSuiteFitness: This class calculates the Bytecode-MCC coverage
for a test suite.
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• MccCoverageTestFitness: This class is used to determine whether an each in-
dividual coverage goal is covered by the test suite.
• MccCoverageFactory: This class produces the set of test obligations.
In order to measure coverage of Bytecode-MCC and generate test cases intended
to satisfy the produced obligations, we can make use of the same branch distance
calculation. To obtain the fitness of a test suite, we calculate the branch distances for
each expression (and desired outcome) involved in each obligation. Then, the fitness
for an individual obligation is the summation of fitness values of all expressions (and
desired outcomes) present in the obligation.
Algorithm 1 Calculating fitness values for a test suite.
1: function getFitness(TestChromosome solution, ExecutionResult result)
2: BranchDistanceMap<int, distance>← getDistance (result)
3: for each value ∈ BranchDistanceMap do
4: fitness← fitness + value
5: end for
6: updateIndividual (this, solution, fitness)
7: return fitness
8: end function
Algorithm 2 Calculating branch distance for each expression within an obligation.
1: function getDistance(ExecutionResult result)
2: for each expression ∈ obligation do






Algorithms 1 and 2 illustrate this calculation. In EvoSuite, a TestChromosome
represents a single solution—a test suite generated by the framework. An Execu-
tionResult tracks the expressions evaluated by executing a test suite, including the
outcome of each Boolean expression.
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For each Boolean expression, we can calculate the minimal branch distance achieved
by that suite. For each obligation, we calculate the branch distance for each targeted
expression and outcome, then score that obligation as the sum of the branch distances
for its targeted expression and outcome combinations. As execution comes closer to
satisfying the obligation, the fitness should converge to zero. This fitness formulation
can be used as a test generation target, or to measure coverage of existing test suites.
3.3 Accessing the Implementation
Our implementation of Bytecode-MCC obligation and test generation is open-source





We hypothesize that the simplified nature of bytecode instructions introduces limita-
tions into the efficacy of tests generated to satisfy coverage criteria imposed over the
bytecode representation, and that Bytecode-MCC-satisfying tests will be effective at
overcoming the masking effect.
We have performed an initial experimental evaluation centered around a typical
test generation scenario, in which a user-set amount of time is given to the test
generation process. After repeating this process multiple times, we can assess the
efficacy of test suites—as judged by the likelihood of detecting a given fault—and
the coverage attained during that time period. Using this information, we wish to
address the following research questions:
1. Given a typical fixed search budget, is EvoSuite able to satisfy the obligations
of Bytecode-MCC?
2. Given a typical fixed search budget, are test suites generated to satisfy Bytecode-
MCC more effective at detecting faults than suites satisfying traditional cover-
age criteria like Branch Coverage?
3. Given a typical fixed search budget, is a multi-objective combination of Bytecode-
MCC and Branch Coverage more effective than either alone?
4. Given a typical fixed search budget, is a multi-objective combination of Bytecode-
MCC and Branch Coverage able to attain higher Bytecode-MCC coverage than
targeting Bytecode-MCC alone?
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To address these questions, we have performed the following experiment:
1. Collected Case Examples: We have used real faults, from five Java projects,
as test generation targets (Section 4.1).
2. Generated Test Cases: For each fault, we generated 10 suites targeting
Bytecode-MCC, Branch Coverage, and a combination of Bytecode-MCC and
Branch Coverage using the fixed version of each class-under-test (CUT). We
perform this process with both a two-minute and a ten-minute search budget
per CUT (Section 4.2).
3. Removed Non-Compiling and Flaky Tests: Any tests that do not compile,
or that return inconsistent results, are automatically removed (Section 4.2).
4. Assessed Effectiveness Against Real Faults: For each fault and criterion,
we measure the proportion of test suites that detect the fault to the number
generated (Section 4.3).
5. Assessed Effectiveness Against Mutations: For each fault and criterion,
we seed mutations—synthetic faults—into each CUT and measure the pro-
portion of test suites that detect each mutant to the number generated (Sec-
tion 4.3).
6. Recorded Bytecode-MCC Coverage: For each suite targeting Bytecode-
MCC or the combination of Branch Coverage and Bytecode-MCC, fault, and
budget, we measure the Bytecode-MCC Coverage attained over the fixed version
of the CUT (Section 4.3).
4.1 Case Examples
Defects4J is an extensible database of real faults extracted from Java projects [43].
Currently, it consists of 395 faults from six projects: Chart (26 faults), Closure (133
faults), Lang (65 faults), Math (106 faults), Time (27 faults), and Mockito (38 faults).
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In order to perform this initial evaluation, we have selected a subset of 109 faults:
Chart (1), Closure (66), Lang (28), Math (11), and Time (4). These examples were
selected because their source code contain either a large number of Boolean expres-
sions (at least 30), complex Boolean expressions (at least three conditions long), or
both.
Each fault is required to meet three properties. First, a pair of code versions must
exist that differ only by the minimum changes required to address the fault. The
“fixed” version must be explicitly labeled as a fix to an issue, and changes imposed
by the fix must be to source code, not to other project artifacts such as the build
system. Second, the fault must be reproducible—at least one test must pass on
the fixed version and fail on the faulty version. Third, the fix must be isolated from
unrelated code changes such as refactorings. For each fault, Defects4J provides access
to the faulty and fixed versions of the code, developer-written test cases that expose
the faults, and a list of classes and lines of code modified by the patch that fixes the
fault.
4.2 Test Suite Generation
The EvoSuite framework uses a genetic algorithm to evolve test suites over a series
of generations, forming a new population by retaining, mutating, and combining the
strongest solutions. It is actively maintained and has been successfully applied to a
variety of projects [69].
In this study, we used our variant of EvoSuite version 1.0.5. We generate tests tar-
geting both Bytecode-MCC and Branch Coverage1. EvoSuite can also simultaneously
target multiple criteria, with fitness evaluated as a single combined score. Therefore,
we have also targeted a combination of Bytecode-MCC and Branch Coverage in order
1Specifically, the "onlybranch" fitness function, which omits branchless methods. This was chosen
as our implementation of Bytecode-MCC also omits branchless methods.
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to evaluate whether the combination can achieve either a higher likelihood of fault
finding or higher Bytecode-MCC coverage.
Test suites are generated that target the classes reported as relevant to the fault
by Defects4J. Tests are generated from the fixed version of the CUT and applied to
the faulty version in order to eliminate the oracle problem. In practice, this translates
to a regression testing scenario, where tests guard against future issues.
Two search budgets were used—two minutes and ten minutes per class. This
allows us to examine whether an increased search budget benefits coverage or fault
detection efficacy. These values are typical of other testing experiments [28]. To
control experiment cost, we deactivated assertion filtering—all possible regression
assertions are included. All other settings were kept at their default values. As
results may vary, we performed 10 trials for each fault, criterion, and search budget.
Generation tools may generate flaky (unstable) tests [69]. For example, a test
case that makes assertions about the system time will only pass during generation.
We automatically remove flaky tests. First, all non-compiling test suites are removed.
Then, each remaining test suite is executed on the fixed version five times. If the
test results are inconsistent, the test case is removed. This process is repeated until
all tests pass five times in a row. On average, less than one percent of the tests are
removed from each suite.
4.3 Data Collected
To evaluate the fault-finding effectiveness of the generated test suites, we execute
each test suite against the faulty version of each CUT. The likelihood of fault
detection of each generation portfolio, for each fault, is the proportion of suites that
successfully detect the fault to the total number of suites generated for that fault.
We also evaluate fault-finding effectiveness using the mutation score. We have
used the Major mutation framework to generate a set of mutants—synthetic faults—
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for each CUT [44]. This process creates a series of versions of the CUT, where each
has a single fault inserted through code transformation into the fixed implementation.
The generated test suites are executed against each mutation, and the mutation score
is calculated as the ratio of number of mutants detected to the number generated for
that CUT.
Just et al. suggest that a significant correlation exists between mutant detection
and real fault detection [46]. Therefore, the mutation score is used as a secondary
indication of the potential efficacy of the generated suites.
Using EvoSuite’s coverage measurement capabilities, we have measured the Byte-
code - MCC coverage achieved by each suite when executed over both the fixed
version of each CUT. We measure this for suites targeting Bytecode-MCC and for




The goal of our preliminary study is to determine whether search-based test genera-
tion —as performed by the EvoSuite framework—is able to satisfy the test obligations
of Bytecode-MCC within a typical search budget. We also wish to evaluate the fault-
detection performance of the suites generated under that budget, regardless of the
attained level of coverage.
5.1 Attained Coverage
Table 5.1 lists the average Bytecode-MCC coverage attained by EvoSuite given a
two-minute search budget and a ten-minute search budget and using Bytecode-MCC
as the optimization target. We also list the Bytecode-MCC coverage attained when
simultaneously targeting both Branch Coverage and Bytecode-MCC under the same
budgets.
From Table 5.1, we can see that the attained Bytecode-MCC coverage is generally
quite low. Overall, only 23.31% of obligations are covered on average under a two-
minute budget, and only 25.53% under the ten-minute budget. On a per-system
Table 5.1: Average Bytecode-MCC coverage (%) attained over the CUT, broken down
by system and optimization targets.
Two-Minute Budget Ten-Minute Budget
System MCC MCC/BC MCC MCC/BC
Overall 23.31 40.47 25.53 43.36
Chart 8.70 35.20 15.40 39.70
Closure 13.52 20.81 16.33 23.97
Lang 31.97 66.07 32.55 68.89
Math 41.00 67.04 44.22 69.22
Time 69.58 92.88 70.68 93.33
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Table 5.2: Average Branch Coverage (%) attained over the CUT when Branch Cov-
erage is the optimization target, broken down by system.







basis, the average ranges from 8.70% (Chart) - 69.58% (Time) under the two-minute
budget and 15.40% (Chart) - 70.68% (Time) under the ten-minute budget.
We can compare the attained Bytecode-MCC coverage when targeting Bytecode-
MCC to the attained Branch Coverage when Branch is the optimization target, as
detailed in Table 5.2. Given two minutes for generation, we attain an average of
71.39% higher Branch Coverage. Under a ten-minute budget, we attain an average
of 86.72% higher Branch Coverage.
Fundamentally, Bytecode-MCC is a more difficult criterion to satisfy than Branch
Coverage. Given the same period of time, we can naturally expect higher attainment
of Branch Coverage than Bytecode-MCC coverage. Therefore, “typical” generation
time frames may not be enough to attain reasonable levels of Bytecode-MCC coverage.
However, there is also not a substantial improvement from offering five times
the search budget—moving from two minutes to ten minutes. On average, there
is only a 9.52% improvement in attained Bytecode-MCC coverage, compared to an
average overall improvement of 19.32% in Branch Coverage. The low comparative
improvement suggests that an increased budget alone may not be enough to overcome
the difficulty of satisfying Bytecode-MCC obligations.
To further examine the question of search budget, we chose a small number of
classes and tested budgets ranging from one to twenty minutes. The results for Time
fault 15 are shown in Figure 5.1. Regardless of budget, the attained Bytecode-MCC
coverage for this class range between 61-63%, and do not consistently rise as more
budget is allocated. This suggests that merely allocating more budget may not assist
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Figure 5.1: Attained Bytecode-MCC coverage as budget (in minutes) increases for
Time fault 15.
in covering more goals. Rather, the fitness function does not offer sufficient feedback
to drive coverage of the goals.
This idea is further reinforced by examining the Bytecode-MCC coverage results
when Branch Coverage and Bytecode-MCC are targeted simultaneously, as listed
in Table 5.1 for each system and budget. Overall, targeting both Bytecode-MCC
and Branch Coverage simultaneously yields an average 40.47-43.36% Bytecode-MCC
coverage. Per-system, coverage ranges from 20.81% (Closure)-92.88% (Time) un-
der a two-minute budget, and 23.97% (Closure) to 93.33% (Time). Overall, target-
ing Branch and Bytecode-MCC coverage simultaneously yields a 73.62% increase in
Bytecode-MCC coverage under a two-minute budget over targeting Bytecode-MCC
on its own, and a 69.84% improvement under a ten-minute budget.
Targeting Branch Coverage in addition to Bytecode-MCC offers a series of easier-
to-cover intermediate goals that, ultimately, results in improved Bytecode-MCC cov-
erage. Overall, coverage is still lower than desired, but the situation is improved over
single-target optimization of Bytecode-MCC.
5.2 Fault and Mutant Detection
Table 5.3 lists the average likelihood of fault detection for suite generated to target
Bytecode-MCC, Branch Coverage, and a combination of Bytecode-MCC and Branch
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Table 5.3: Average likelihood of fault detection (%) for each generation target and
budget, broken down by system and overall.
Two-Minute Budget Ten-Minute Budget
System MCC Branch MCC/BC MCC Branch MCC/BC
Overall 4.27 21.20 16.67 3.47 22.13 19.33
Chart 20.00 100.00 90.00 1.00 100.00 90.00
Closure 0.00 1.33 1.00 0.00 3.67 2.33
Lang 8.28 41.72 28.28 7.24 43.79 32.41
Math 5.46 20.91 16.36 3.64 16.36 19.09
Time 0.00 2.50 32.50 0.00 0.00 35.00
Coverage, divided by system and overall, for each search budget. The likelihood of
fault detection is the proportion of generated suites that detect each fault to the total
number generated for that fault.
Overall, Branch-targeting suites have a 21.20-22.13% likelihood of detection. This
is consistent with previous experiments using this set of faults, and reflects the com-
plex nature of the studied faults [28]. Overall, Bytecode-MCC-targeting tests only
have a 4.27% average likelihood of detection under a two-minute budget, and a
3.47% average likelihood of detection under a ten-minute budget—far lower than
when Branch Coverage is targeted.
This drop is likely due to the low coverage attained of Bytecode-MCC when it
is selected as the sole optimization target. Results again improve when Bytecode-
MCC and Branch Coverage are targeted simultaneously. Targeting both yields an
overall average likelihood of detection of 16.67% (two-minute budget) and 19.33%
(ten-minute budget). Still, this average is lower than when Branch Coverage is tar-
geted alone. Previous research indicates that multi-objective optimization can be
more difficult than single-objective optimization [28], and it is likely that the addi-
tional burden of satisfying Bytecode-MCC results in lower Branch Coverage as well
when both are targeted together.
However, if we examine results on a per-system basis, we can see that Bytecode-
MCC satisfaction may have some promise for improvement in fault-detection. For
the Time examples, targeting the combination of Branch Coverage and Bytecode-
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Table 5.4: Average percent of mutants killed (%) for each generation target and
budget, broken down by system and overall.
Two-Minute Budget Ten-Minute Budget
System MCC Branch MCC/BC MCC Branch MCC/BC
Overall 10.26 25.34 23.03 11.73 26.99 25.48
Chart 6.75 41.20 28.80 5.89 41.33 28.10
Closure 4.59 9.95 8.63 5.35 12.53 10.34
Lang 18.96 52.36 46.93 20.70 52.15 52.16
Math 27.99 48.65 49.81 28.12 50.52 49.17
Time 4.86 23.14 24.64 18.42 23.98 24.74
MCC yields an average of over 92% Bytecode-MCC coverage. For this system, the
combination also has an average likelihood of detection of 32.50-35.00%—well over
the overall average. In this case, targeting the combination makes it possible to detect
faults completely missed when targeting Branch Coverage alone.
The Time examples offer complex logical behavior. While the total number of
decisions in the source code—34.75—is somewhat lower than the overall average in
the studied examples (48.82), the individual statements are more complex with an
average of 3.25 conditions per decision (compared to an overall average of 2.29).
These are not trivial examples, and the performance when targeting the combination
of Branch Coverage and Bytecode-MCC is promising.
The efficacy results when using synthetic faults offer similar conclusions. Table 5.4
lists the average percent of mutants detected overall and for each system, for each
generation target and search budget. Overall, suites generated targeting Bytecode-
MCC perform worse than those targeting Branch Coverage (10.26 versus 24.34%
under a two-minute budget and 11.73 versus 26.99% with a ten-minute budget).
Once again, the combination generally yields slightly worse results. However, the
combination does show some improvement for the Time examples.
5.3 Discussion
Ultimately, even if Bytecode-MCC attainment is theoretically able to overcome is-
sues with masking, we cannot test its abilities without first finding ways to improve
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coverage. The Time examples were the only ones where Bytecode-MCC coverage
was reasonably high—particularly with the boost offered by simultaneously target-
ing Branch Coverage. In order to judge whether there are fault-detection benefits
from overcoming masking in bytecode, it is clear that we must find a way to improve
coverage.
Some criteria are inherently more difficult to satisfy than others [31, 78, 64].
Regardless of whether tests are hand-created or automatically generated, it is under-
stood that it will be more difficult—and will require more test cases—to satisfy MCC
over Branch Coverage. Regardless of the employed test generation technique, it may
not be reasonable to expect equal coverage of Branch Coverage and Bytecode-MCC
given the same time period.
Still, there may be means of improving coverage and making use of the theoretical
fault-detection capabilities of Bytecode-MCC. Moving forward, we intend to explore
each of the following topics.
5.3.1 Reformulating the fitness function
An additional complicating factor in search-based test generation comes from the
fitness function, and its ability to offer feedback to the search. When attempting to
achieve Branch Coverage with search-based generation, the raw percentage of obliga-
tions covered could serve as an optimization target—it is a numeric score. However,
the branch distance is used instead because it offers further feedback. The branch
distance does not simply capture progress, but also suggests whether one solution is
closer to covering the remaining obligations over another.
It is possible that a fitness formulation other than the one employed in this work
would yield better results. Each Bytecode-MCC obligation is actually a combination
of smaller Boolean conditions. Currently, fitness is measured by scoring each condition
independently and linearly combining the resulting scores. Progress towards covering
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any of the individual conditions will yield an better fitness score. This, in theory,
should offer strong feedback. However, there may exist cases where the independent
subgoals conflict depending on the selection of input, and a bad choice of input may
improve the distance towards one condition while increasing the distance for another
condition.
A linear combination of conditions may not be the best mechanism for judging
fitness for Bytecode-MCC combinations, and other fitness formulations may yield
better results. For example, it may be better to apply a weight to conditions based
on the order they must be satisfied in. Alternatively, rather than combining the
distances for the conditions into a single score, each obligation could be treated as a set
of distances—optimized independently. This would be a more complex approach, but
could potentially yield better results in cases where goals conflict. Moving forward,
we will consider alternate formulations of the fitness function.
5.3.2 Use Bytecode-MCC in an advisory role instead of as a direct
generation target
Some criteria could yield powerful test cases, but lack sufficient feedback mechanisms
to drive a search towards high levels of coverage. For example, Exception Coverage
rewards test suites that throw additional exceptions. Suites that render the system
more likely to throw exceptions can be very powerful tools for detecting faults [27].
However, there is no feedback mechanism that suggests “closeness” to throwing more
exceptions.
To give another example, consider mutations. Detection of mutation is often
used to judge the fault-detection potential of a test suite. In particular, it forms
the basis of two adequacy criteria—Weak and Strong Mutation Coverage [19]. Weak
Mutation requires that a statement containing a mutation be reached and executed
in such as way that the wrong answer is achieved. Strong Mutation requires, in
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addition, that the corruption introduced by the mutation reach the program output,
and that the program output be incorrect. The former task is much easier than the
latter. More relevantly, the former task offers a reasonable feedback mechanism to
drive search-based generation—the concept of branch distance can be applied with
slight modification to help guide search-based generation. However, ensuring that the
program output is corrupted is a much more difficult task, without a straightforward
guidance mechanism.
In cases such as Exception and Strong Mutation Coverage, the criteria have great
utility as a means of judging adequacy, and as a stopping criterion. We could target
other criteria, but use Bytecode-MCC to judge the final test suites, and we could use
coverage of Bytecode-MCC to decide when to cease the generation process.
For example, past research has found that targeting Branch Coverage or a combi-
nation of Branch and Exception Coverage tends to yield far higher Exception Cover-
age than targeting Exception Coverage as a direct generation target. In this case, we
could choose alternative optimization targets, then measure the attained Bytecode-
MCC. Through experimentation, we plan to explore combinations of criteria and
search budgets in order to determine which tend to give the highest Bytecode-MCC
coverage. If we can find optimization targets and budgets that yield higher levels of
Bytecode-MCC, we will be better able to evaluate the potential of the criterion for
overcoming masking and improving the fault-detection potential of test suites.
One topic we are interested in exploring is automated selection of a set of opti-
mization targets for a given task. To select this set of targets, a self-adaptive test case
generation algorithm could use reinforcement learning [73] to actively search for the
most appropriate set of optimization targets for a chosen CUT and task, adapting
to the conditions encountered during the generation process. Given a chosen reward
function, reinforcement learning will alternate between exploring new sets of targets
and exploiting sets known to yield the largest increase in the reward score [48].
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If a tester has a particular goal in mind—for instance, satisfaction of Bytecode-
MCC—they could use Bytecode-MCC coverage as the reward function. Although
Bytecode-MCC is hard to cover through direct optimization, this approach could be
used to suggest a set of other criteria that, optimized together, are better able to
satisfy Bytecode-MCC than suites generated to directly target the criterion. We plan
to explore the use of this approach to optimize coverage of Bytecode-MCC.
We may wish to also consider other forms of test generation, beyond search-based
generation. For example, (dynamic) symbolic execution techniques use sophisticated
Boolean solvers to attain input designed to drive program execution towards particu-
lar paths [2]. Such approaches suffer from limitations in terms of the type of programs
and language features they can handle, and in terms of scalability [24]. However, they
can be very effective at producing the input needed to traverse specific paths—which
is required for Bytecode-MCC satisfaction. The use of symbolic execution—or ap-
proaches that combine search and symbolic execution—may be required to achieve




Internal Validity: Because EvoSuite’s test generation process is non-deterministic,
we have conducted each experiment several times. To control experiment cost, we
have only generated ten test suites for each combination of fault, budget, and fitness
function. It is possible that larger sample sizes may yield different results. However,
we believe that this is a sufficient number to draw stable conclusions.
External Validity: Our study has focused on five systems—a relatively small num-
ber. Nevertheless, we believe that such systems are representative of, at minimum,
other small to medium-sized open-source Java systems. We believe that we have
chosen enough fault examples to gain a basic understanding of Bytecode-MCC, and
that our results are generalizable to other, sufficiently similar projects.
In this study, we have only implemented Bytecode-MCC within a single test gen-
eration tool—EvoSuite. Results may differ using a different test generation algorithm.
However, given the complexity of implementation, we cannot compare different frame-
works at this time. However, we believe that EvoSuite is sufficiently powerful to gain
a clear understanding of our initial ideas at this time.
Conclusion Validity: We ensure that base assumptions are satisfied when per-
forming statistical analysis. We use non-parametric methods, as distribution charac-




In this chapter we will discuss prior work on software based search generations, role
of coverage in test generation, test generation tools and other topics related to this
work.
7.1 Search Based Test Generations
Some of the techniques available for generating test cases at unit level are Search
Based Software testing (SBST) [56] , Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) [32, 10]
and Constraint solving [50, 13, 12]. These approaches are capable of generating tests
achieving high code coverage but there exists limitations of each of them due to the
dynamic nature of software [58]. For example, existence of unbounded loops and dy-
namic memory references, i.e., use of pointers. There are also techniques to randomly
generate test cases to detect program crashes [11] or to find contract violations [62].
Dynamic symbolic execution [32] were presented to overcome the limitations of ran-
dom testing [32], but these techniques seem to provide low coverage. Some software
based search techniques [56, 53, 70, 59] like symbolic execution and constraint solving
requires the tester to select the path for test generation. First search based technique
to remove this requirement was goal -oriented approach [52], but it suffered from path
problems [58]. In contrast, our tool EvoSuite implements a combination of SBST and
DSE [25], to overcome the problems listed above. Implementation of test generation
and assertion generations are discussed in details in [21] and the technical details can
be found in [18]. One common approach while generating test cases is to consider
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one coverage goal at a time, where as EvoSuite generates entire test suite targeting
all the coverage goals at once [39].
7.2 Role of Coverage in Test Generation
Numerous studies exist comparing the structural coverage criteria with random test-
ing, with mixed results. A survey provided by Juristo explains the existing work [42].
Few studies by Hutchins [40] explain that branch coverage is better than random
testing [32], while the works by Frankl and Weiss [16] disagree that. Work by Namis
and Andrews explains the positive correlation between coverage and fault finding ef-
fectiveness in a test suite [61]. Although, the recent study by Inozemtseva and Holmes
claim that there is only a low to moderate correlation when the number of test cases
are controlled for and that stronger forms of coverage may not lead to stronger fault
finding results [45]. Studies by Weyuker and Jeng [76], and Chen and Yu [8], indi-
cate that partition is not always better than random testing. Moreover, Hemlet and
Taylor determined that partition testing is most ineffective [37]. Although, the work
by Gutjahr [36] provides a more desirable case for partition testing.
Recent work by Arcuri et al. [5] shows that random testing is cost effective and
is expected to reach high code coverage than expected. Authors also claim that
random testing is beneficial than adaptive random testing, when cost is taken into
consideration. Most of the recent works on automation of test case generation are
centered on how to generate test cases quickly and/or to improve coverage [5]. Work
by Gopinath et al. demonstrates a comparison between automated and manually
written test suites for statements, block, branch and path coverages and found that
statement coverage is effective in finding faults compared to others [33]. Other studies
apart from Gopinath’s are in concolic execution [68, 32]. Work by Majumdar and
Sen [55] on concolic execution merged random testing and symbolic execution, but
their evaluation focused only on two case examples and did not involve fault finding
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effectiveness.
7.3 Automatic Test Generation Tools
Pex [74] is used to generate test cases for C code by dynamic symbolic execution. It
also generates assertions based on return values of methods, but the problem is it
cannot support classes that requires complex method sequences. There exists various
other tools like Randoop [62] for generating JUNIT test cases. Randoop [62] ran-
domly tests software without guidance in covering complex code structures, reports
violations of predefined contracts.The other related tools are TestFul [6] and eToc
[75] which uses search-based approach for generating JUnit test suites to maximize
structural coverage. However, eToc does not have most advance features in recent
times. Therefore, it is a old tool that has not been updated for several years. On
the other hand, TestFul is not fully automated when compared to EvoSuite. For
example, Testful allows manual editing of XML files for each class under test, which
can evaluate just 15 classes whereas Evosuite is fully automated and it can evaluate
on thousands of classes [17] as same as Randoop. Randoop [62] allows annotation
of the source code to identify observer methods to be used for assertion generation.
Another tool named Orstra [80] generates assertions based on observed return values
and object states and adds assertions to check future runs against these observations.
While such approaches can be used to derive efficient oracles, they do not serve to
identify which of these assertions are actually useful, and such techniques are there-
fore only found in regression testing. In contrast, through the µTest tool, EvoSuite
uses mutation testing to select an effective subset of assertions.
7.4 MC/DC and MCC
Despite the importance of advance coverage criteria like MC/DC and MCC [9, 67],
there exists very few studies on their effectiveness. Various structural coverage crite-
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ria are studied by Yu and Lau found that MC/DC is cost effective when compared to
other coverage measures [82]. Evaluation of MC/DC for an example from automo-
tive domain was conducted by Kandl and Kirner found very impressive fault findings
result [47]. Works by Dupuy and Leveson in evaluating MC/DC as complement to
functional testing explains that the use of MC/DC improves quality of tests [15].
When generating test inputs automatically, it is not sufficient to just maximize struc-
tural coverage metrics. It is important to understand how coverage is achieved [30].
To our knowledge, there aren’t any comparisons made checking the effectiveness of
MC/DC with random tests. Therefore, we cannot claim that the test suite satisfying
MC/DC is truly effective. Stronger criteria like MC/DC is also prone to masking
over the in-lined program versions as seen above in this paper. Our bytecode based
MCC approach is likely to provide a solution for the above problem. More concerning
than the negative results regarding the ability of structural coverage to enhance fault
finding is the overall lack of consensus one way or the other. Certain coverage metrics
are used as though their use guarantees effective testing when, in practice, there is
no universal evidence of their utility.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
Sophisticated logic-based adequacy criteria such as Multiple Condition Coverage
(MCC) are designed to overcome masking at the within-expression level. However,
such criteria are sensitive to how programs are written. A Boolean expression writ-
ten as a single complex statement will yield robust test cases that are more likely
to overcome masking and reveal faults than when the expression is written as series
of simple statements. The transformation from source code to bytecode requires a
transformation of code elements into a series of simple expressions. As we are always
working with a simplified representation of the code, the risk of masking is intro-
duced between expressions. This could limit the theoretical fault-finding potential of
bytecode-based coverage criteria.
To overcome this limitation, we propose a new variant of Multiple Condition
Coverage. Our approach, Bytecode-Based Multiple Condition Coverage (Bytecode-
MCC), is designed to group related Boolean expressions from the bytecode, reformu-
late the expressions into a single complex expression, calculate all possible combina-
tions of conditions within the constructed expression, and produce test cases satis-
fying each combination. Bytecode-MCC should produce test obligations that—when
satisfied—are more likely to reveal faults in the program logic than tests providing
simple Branch Coverage over the original simplified bytecode.
Bytecode-MCC can be used to measure the power of existing test suites or as
a target for automated test generation. To examine both scenarios, we have im-
plemented an algorithm to generate Bytecode-MCC test obligations and measure
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coverage in the EvoSuite search-based test generation framework [23]. We have also
implemented a fitness function within EvoSuite intended to enable the automated
creation of Bytecode-MCC-satisfying test suites.
A preliminary study conducted over 109 faults from Defects4J—an extensive
database of real faults extracted from Java projects [Just14:Defects4J]—has re-
vealed the following insights:
• Bytecode-MCC is more difficult to achieve than Branch Coverage, and its fit-
ness function does not offer sufficient feedback to guide test generation. Offering
additional time to the search process does not guarantee higher levels of obli-
gation satisfaction. This suggests that Bytecode-MCC may be best used as a
method of judging test suite quality, rather than as a direct generation target.
• Simultaneously targeting Bytecode-MCC and Branch Coverage improves cov-
erage of Bytecode-MCC and improves the likelihood of fault detection, as the
fitness function for Branch Coverage yields more feedback for the search pro-
cess. It may be possible to identify a set of generation targets that is effective
at attaining Bytecode-MCC, even if Bytecode-MCC is not as useful as a direct
generation target.
• Results attained for complex logical faults from the “Time” system, where
targeting the combination of Bytecode-MCC and Branch Coverage yields an
average of 92% Bytecode-MCC coverage, suggest the potential capabilities of
Bytecode-MCC if we can improve coverage results. For these faults, the test
suites have an average 32.50%-35.00% likelihood of fault detection—well over
the overall average.
Ultimately, even if Bytecode-MCC attainment is theoretically able to overcome
issues with masking, we cannot test its abilities without first finding ways to improve
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coverage. In future work, we will explore various methods of improving Bytecode-
MCC coverage through automated generation. In particular, we plan to:
1. Explore alternative formulations of the fitness function for Bytecode-MCC, such
as applying weights based on the order that subobligations must be solved.
2. Examine the use of Bytecode-MCC as a way to judge test suites generated
targeting other criteria, as well as its use as a stopping condition for test gen-
eration.
3. Investigate the use of reinforcement learning to automatically identify alterna-
tive generation targets that will yield higher attainment of Bytecode-MCC than
direct targeting of Bytecode-MCC during test generation.
4. Vary the algorithms used to generate Bytecode-MCC-covering test suites, sub-
stituting dynamic symbolic execution approaches for search-based approaches.
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